
 

 
Center for Academic Success Chalk Talk 

 
Preschool 
     The preschool students continue to further their knowledge by learning about the letters S, T 
and U, the number 15 and 16, the rhombus and the color blue.  They are also learning about 
the changing weather including wind, spring weather, rainstorms and rainbows.    
     Agents from the Border Patrol will also be coming on Friday, March 27 to talk to the 
preschoolers about border safety and equipment.   
 
Elementary 
     The students of Cheryl Engols’s third grade class at CAS school performed their concert in the 
cafeteria under the direction of Rose Marie Dokken on Wednesday, March 18th at 2:00 p.m. for 
students and 4:00 p.m. for family and friends.  Some of the nine songs were related to historical 
events, tongue-twisters, jokes and storybooks.  Members of the class are Dominic A., Sabina A., 
Carlos A., Saya A., Faith A., Jonathan B., James B., Natalie B., Aidan B., Dalus G., Trenton H., 
Jesus H., Tyler H., Travis H., Emmaleigh J., Elijah L., Serenity M., Kennith M., Jada M., Lillian M., 
Nikolas P., Aydan R., and  Elena S.  A special thank you to Mrs. Engols for granting extra 
practices and running the sound system.  Door prize winners were Erin Marquis (Texas 
Roadhouse) and Mary Stoddard (Lawley’s).  Some light refreshments were served after the 
program.  The upcoming concerts are fifth grade April 1st and fourth grade April 8th.  In 
addition the second grade performed their concert on March 25th.   
     The first through fourth grade physical education classes have been spending their second 
semester class time taking a turn at campus cleanup.  They are also learning tag games and 
basketball skills and continuing their geofitness drills.  Students will also be learning jump rope 
tricks and playing whiffle ball starting in April. 
 
Middle School 
     Students in Dave Dolifka’s seventh and eighth grade computer science classes are using what 
they have learned this semester to create a final project using Word, PowerPoint and Google 
Earth.  The students chose a topic for research and will be expected to create a four to five page 
paper in Word addressing the history or relevant information about their topic, a four to eight 
slide presentation in PowerPoint about their topic integrating pictures and sounds relating to 
their topic and a Google Earth presentation that displays information regarding their topic.  
Students are also expected to present his/her PowerPoint and Google Earth to the class.  The 
project is worth 100 points total and will be due on April 27.   



 
High School 
     The Solar Go-Kart Team, the Blazing Eagles, will travel to Tucson on Saturday, March 28 to 
attend time trials.  CAS is one of 16 different high school from around Arizona that are 
participating in this University of Arizona Tech Park program.  The students on the team have 
been working hard on their go-kart for months now and are getting very excited for race day 
which is coming up on Saturday, April 25.  Jeffrey “Oh!” Ofstedahl encourages anyone from the 
community who is interested to attend the event, which will be held on April 25 from 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. at the Musselman Honda Circuit in Tucson.  The event is free, though interested parties 
should RSVP by April 15 to make sure that they get a spot.   
     CAS has recently started a new art project.  After a suggestion made by Principal Stephen 
Huff, Sabine Marshall, art teacher, decided to go forward with painting CAS’s sidewall and 
water tank. She then prompted her high school art class to create a design for a panel of the 
wall.  In the art class each student created their own concept for the wall, but most centralized 
on a green theme. Ashley Ridenhour, registrar, and Jeffrey “Oh!” Ofstedahl, engineering 
teacher, judged the drawings. Five of the drawings were picked to go on the panels. The slogan 
“Don’t waste water, people are thirsty” has been proposed to be put on the water tank.  
Painting will start sometime in the near future though an exact date has not been set yet. 
 


